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IMMEDIATE DEMANDS:
A SIX HOUR DAY FOR ONE DOLLAR AN HOUR.

Organization ★ Is Power

But One More Word To Write—REVOLUTION.

Lumber Output To Be Reduced One-Third.

Mine Stealings Biggest Ever.

Merryhappen's Evergreen.

By Old Dust

Merryhappen, La., Sept. 15, 1879.—La.
Bay Barrows was a grand suc-
cess. Everybody enjoyed the speak-
ing. Jay Smith and P. Eastman were
the leading speakers of the day. Ev-
eybody felt safe.

They had to Barn Car to come down from DeSallier and help Kinney Reid. Mr. Martin got so absorbed in Smith's speech that he could have run on as long as he ever wanted.

A. M. Lumber Co ran their mill that day and bid the scar of any of them to take the barrows. It was a very simple speech that he ever heard.

The C. L. joined the "Ods" on that day, all but Dr. Knight and he was afraid of his job.

D. Sharver is a contractor here and he handles a few carpenters. He said to Dick Phillip Monday morning: "Uncle Dick you have always made me a good faithful hand and, if you will work today and not go to the din-
nery, I will give you a quart of good whiskey in addition to your regular pay... But Uncle Dick couldn't give up his liberty and mentioned for a boll thrown out by Mr. Sharver. So poor Dick was canned Tuesday, but he is as much a UNION MAN.

The reader will remember that a certain concern offered a big reward for John Waltons's scalpy. John left here and went to Oregon, Tex.; in pur-

The West Coast Lumbermen's Association yesterday ordered a reduction of one-third in the output of the mills begin-
ing September 1, owing to the difficulties in the lumber market. Thirty-
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Take Ye Notice.

All Indians and individuals using THE VOICE for bundle or-
ders, PLEASE BUST REMITTANCES.

Some do not want to pay our pricing and other bills EVERY TWO WEEKS, so we sell all you can spare during
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The electrical workers are no doubt the most progressive of all the old time CRAFT UNIONS and later, as a result of the early unionism in the thirsty new country, the INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM has been much discussed, much to the benefit of all concerned, but the suggestion made, by L. U. 185, I. B. E. W., Helena, Mont., on August 5, 1913, is not only practicable and in fact not INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM at all but simply a union of all those in the electrical business that at some time would fill the need of the working class.

The idea contained in the above mentioned circular letter is that the electrical workers change their constitution and form of organization to one that would permit them to organize the whole electrical business. After the electrical workers were industrially organized they would likewise begin to use steam ship boats. Even in the most remote places steam ships船 are a common thing. But what is the use of all this to the electrical worker? He would say.

The Department of Public Service must also have provided the WATER, GAS, LIGHT AND POWER for the electrical worker. How much power would he need? He would need power for his house, water for his house, and gas for his house. Then he would not be able to make the same. The forest worker is not a sea· captain. the captain must be supplied; in order to properly handle his vessel. Today a vessel is sighted out to sea and the word sent via the telephone or telegraph to the captain organized in the union. To day thousands of workers in the industries are using this new system. The only agent would have an awful time raising, feeding, caring for the ship. The ship would be too big. There would be no wool, no woolen cloth and so no weaving of clothes. Electrically one man can produce more than a whole tribe or clan of men in the old days.

The same holds true in hundreds of occupations. Electricity is the economical power agency but it is the joint power which is the agent. It is electrical workers that will dare to build and maintain and control such a power. But the power is the means to manufacture the necessary lumber for poles.

Modern civilization and industrial development, prompted by the LAW OF INDUSTRY, the principle that is universally dependent upon one another and in order that man might live in the highest, same and economical manner, SOCIAL LABOR must be performed. From the day the first man made a bed for his family he developed more and more he has become more and more dependent upon his fellows for his work. He has taken invention of the wood, food, clothing and shelter for himself unaided, but as more and more spread the idea of community interest spread and the little fellows formed an industry and began to culture the land and the city.

Mental development and progress are responsible for the highly civilized state of society. It is the result of the腦 SCIENCE, SOCIETY and INDUSTRY we are now in a position where it is absolutely impossible for us to produce, independent of one another, one single article of necessity, i.e., food, clothing and shelter. The man that uses pliers and spurs, wire and cable cannot live by himself. The same holds true of any of the men in the electrician trade. The man that spins cloth cannot build houses, sewers and sanitary systems. The man that uses pliers and spurs, wire and cable cannot live by himself. The same holds true of any of the men in the electrician trade. The thing for the REID & MURPHY electrical workers to do is to teach the workers there to drill and do tool dressing, in order that they may cheapen oil production and thus pile up more fields to teach the workers there to drill and do tool dressing, in order that they may cheapen oil production and thus pile up more.

Most of the industrial machinery is now in the hands of the manufacturers. In a sense the manufacturers own the machinery and use it. It is almost as if the manufacturers had gotten the machinery and put it to work. In the days of the old craft unionism the manufacturer had to buy from the craft unionists and therefore the manufacturers were not able to build machinery, but today the manufacturers are building the machinery and putting it to work and there is no need for the workman to buy from the manufacturers. Their claim is that the oil companies will decree the same. The oil companies will decree the same. The oil companies will decree the same.

There is but one way to meet the situation. You must organize in order that you may have the right to work the machinery. The only thing the manufacturers are doing with the machinery is to make it work. The manufacturers are not controlling it. The manufacturers are not controlling it. The manufacturers are not controlling it. The Manufacturers organize in the Industrial Union to control the machinery.
The I. W. W. Preamble

The working class and the employing class have nothing in common. There can be no peace between them. There is no other solution of the industrial and social crisis of this age except through a class struggle. One class must extirpate the other. There can be no other result. Experiences of the present and past, the despotism of kings, the rapacity of nobles, the greed of the employers, the brutality of the masters, the cupidity of the owners of property, and wars of conquest and plunder, have shown that the ruling classes have always been against the working classes, and have always fought against them. They still are fighting against them, and they always will fight against them. Hence, the final appeal to the working classes of all countries, the only means of defense against the ever growing strength of the exploiting classes, is the united action of the working classes of all countries. The International Workingmen's Association is the expression of this united action.

Great Scott

We are specialists in repairing fine watches.

Mrs. B. A.聪明, a lady who does all things well, especially bookkeeping. She is a very fine lady who is well known for her work in the field of accounting. She is a very capable and reliable person who can handle any financial task with ease. She is also a very kind and caring person who always goes the extra mile to help others.

Sailors Jailed

Nine sailors were jailed at one time in New York. It was stated that the nine sailors, who were from different countries, were brought here by a ship's run.

"THE VOICE" OF THE PEOPLE

"Profiting" Half a dime, some of which is taken up by a blazing thing all other sailors should learn.

"Profiting" is (for the work) the apples of Salvation. Fair words and gentle persuasions make the bond of brotherhood.
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Today we, the workers, can say nothing; we have never even the priv-

Illegible text in the image.

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION A NECESSITY.

by J. Figueira.

A legal and what I call "revolutionary ac-

tion can result in naught but failure and failure for the whole.

To expect even a semblance of jus-
tice from a Congress or a Court can be

illogical. The judges who are the exec-

utive and not the subordinates of the

people rule, not with regard for your welfare, do

not hold public office with an eye to

greatness. Unfortunately, there are few

people ever cared for you. They have

no idea of your rights and their duties and

are apt to explain how to help yourself, to

explain to you your rights. We may have

achieved our object, yet we shall have to

fight the battle alone, and all men shall

be required to do so with equal energy.

We only want to educate the work-

ers, and we say, "Toilers of the world,

UNION, then we will all be of the

tyranny.

MINING STEALINGS BIGGEST

(Continued from Page 1)

The big robbery of $2,495,000 at the

Rio, $25,000,000, on $128,000, and Mex-

ican Mines of El Timo, $25,145, on

$9,000,000.

Of the $27,411,499 declared this year,

forty-three copper properties, all but three in the United

States, contributed $23,523,120.

One hundred and four gold, silver,

lead and zinc properties declared div-

dend or stock dividends of $2,241,885.

Greatly over the dividends dis-

tributed by metal mines, as above,

are the $2,495,000 in the Rio, $25,000,

000 in the Mexican Mines of Timo, and

$9,000,000 in the Mexican Mines.

It's Illegal

by F. A. L. "Evolving.

"The delegates of the San Fran-

cisco Labor Council, acting as a trial

jury, last week, indicted six men to

face the criminal charges of "found

Electrical Workers' Union No.

6,800,000 in the Mexican Mines of Timo,

34th annual convention of the

Union.

The penalty was

The trial lawyers called it the biggest case in connection with

the electrical jump to $16,000,000, making a total of

$378,010,825 since organization, or an

accusation of capitalizing of $87,013,237.

Notice.

Please send all money, sub-

scriptions and news to THE VOICE OF

THE PEOPLE, 335 Carondelet Street,

New Orleans, La.

Exchanges please make note.